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For thine is the kingdom, and the power, 
and the glory, for ever. 
(Matthew 6:13)
Thine, O Lord is the greatness, and the power, 
and the glory, and the victory, and the majesty: for 
all that is in the heaven and in the earth is thine; 
thine is the kingdom, O Lord, and thou art exalted 
as head above all. 
(1 Chronicles 29:11)
A monument to Saint Georgia was erected on Freedom Square in 
Tbilisi on 23 November 2006. The unveiling of this monument on Tbilisi’s 
central square, which differing times bore the names Paskevich-Yerevanskij1 
and Lenin Square, among others, was a symbolic step. In modern political 
mythology Saint George, who replaced Paskevich and Lenin (the Russian 
and Soviet imperial representatives), is not only Georgia’s guardian saint but 
an allegory of Georgia who, in this mythological narrative, fights against the 
dragon personifying the imperial legacy and the enemy of freedom. How-
ever, the symbolism of the monument does not celebrate a victory over evil, 
but makes a promise of a future victory. In the fight against evil he brings 
an eschatological idea to modern political contexts and vice versa (he proj-
ects modern political contexts onto eschatology). In spite of the secular in-
terpretation, Saint George’s monument represents a variation on the basic 
paradigm of Georgian political theology. In my article I shall speak on this 
very paradigm.
Georgian historiography has recently become interested in political 
theology.2 The comparative political theology of eastern Christendom is al-
most unresearched.3 For this reason I am unable in the present article to dis-
cuss this issue exhaustively. My aim is to sketch out the basic aspects of me-
dieval Georgian political theology.4
The influential Georgian historian Ivane Javakhishvili expressed a view 
in 1916 concerning the origin of Old Georgian literature in hagiography and 
martyrology.5 Ivane Javakhishvili, in spite of his immeasurable achievements 
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in Georgian historiography, was still a historian of the positivist school and 
was less interested the world view aspects of Old Georgian historiography. 
What follows from the origins in hagiography of Georgian historiography 
and martyrology? In the first place such a genealogy, as Ivane Javakhishvili 
himself says, leaves a certain narrative mark on historical literature. In this 
article I shall attempt to describe a hagiographical narrative model and its 
connection with Georgian political theology, first and foremost in the context 
of historical and political legitimation.
My thesis is that medieval Georgian political theology, just as its secu-
lar transformation in the nineteenth century or its updating in the twenty-
first, was a response to a traditionally weak Georgian statehood.6 And for this 
reason the choice of the ambivalent martyrological paradigm, in the same 
way as the orientation towards the biblical model of the reigns of David and 
Solomon, is latently anti-imperialistic but capable of being made manifest, 
which turns the weakness of the state into the virtue of the martyr, and by 
this brings about its idealization.
The Semantics of ‘Kartlis Cxovreba’7
The ‘religio-historical’ term ‘cxovrebaj’ or ‘cxovreba’, which was used ‘in 
Old Georgian historical writing as a name denoting works in the field of civil 
history’, acted the part of one basic argument for Ivane Javakhishvili’s theory 
of the origin of historical literature in hagiography.8 In actual fact, the term 
‘cxovreba’ is synonymous with ‘history’. The use of this term implies concep-
tualizing the country’s history9 from a Christian viewpoint. According to the 
German philosopher Karl Löwith, the eschatological picture of the world, 
which investigates the history of both man and mankind from the viewpoint 
of their ultimate aim and ultimate salvation, is opposed to classical cyclical 
concepts of time. The conceptualizing of history as a global, universal and fu-
ture-focussed process begins along with Christianity, which inherited such a 
concept of time from the Old Testament.10
In the context of the eschatological concept of history, salvation means 
not only the salvation of individuals, but of the group. The economy of salva-
tion is closely linked to the concept of the ‘chosen people’. Clearly, the prob-
lem of the chosen people is not limited to the context of Kartli. In ‘Kartlis 
Cxovreba’ the missing links in the chain of the legitimation of this choice are 
provided by means of overt or covert references to Saint Paul. It is the Pauline 
universalization of Christianity that becomes the basis of the legitimation of 
this ‘chosenness’ for Christian peoples, as well as for medieval Georgian his-
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torians (in this case, it is not the Georgian people as such who are chosen, 
but the Georgian people as a Christian people). The name of the Apostle 
Paul (whose importance to medieval Georgian political theology is difficult 
to overestimate) is one covert axis of the subject matter of the ‘Conversion of 
Kartli’. It is Paul who initiates the ‘founding and legitimation’ of the theme 
of the ‘new chosen people’ (the Christians).11 The legitimation strategy of the 
medieval Georgian chroniclers in this case is an appeal by the Apostle Paul to 
Saint Nino: In her sleep Saint Nino sees a man ‘in a vision’ who is ‘of middle 
stature and with hair of moderate length. He gave a sealed book to St Nino 
and said: ‘Take this to [Mtskheta] to the king of the pagans.’ (CKN: 86, trans. 
Thomson: 95) ‘The Conversion of Kartli by Nino’ does not name this figure, 
but the following arguments permit me to suppose that it was Saint Paul who 
sends Saint Nino to enlighten Georgia. The Apostle Paul is the only apos-
tle whom ‘The Conversion of Georgia’ and ‘The Life of the Kings of Kartli’ 
name directly. The early hagiography of the Apostle Paul depicts him as a 
short, bent, balding person.12 The letter written ‘in Latin’ and sealed ‘by Jesus’ 
is a collection of quotations that, on the one hand, support the conversion of 
heathens, and on the other, the apostolic potential of women.13 Two factors 
are significant for my argumentation: Every ‘saying’, with the exception of 
the second, is a Gospel quotation. The second ‘saying’ is a quotation from the 
Epistle of the Apostle Paul to the Galatians (3: 28). Although the third ‘say-
ing’ is a quotation from the Gospel of Matthew (28: 19), the influence of his 
universalist ideas on the Gospel texts is not entirely ruled out, since all four 
Gospels were written after the Apostle Paul’s Epistle. But what is even more 
interesting for the argumentation is that ‘ten sayings were written, as on the 
first tablets of stone.’ (CK: 116). The text of the ‘Conversion’ sends us direct-
ly to Exodus (20-32), where Moses receives the Ten Commandments from 
God. Interpretation of the Apostle Paul’s Epistles allows the German phi-
losopher and sociologist of religion, Jacob Taubes, to draw a parallel between 
Moses and the Apostle Paul since one and the same problem unites both of 
them, namely, ‘founding a new chosen people’ (‘Gründung eines Gottesvol-
kes’),14 a task that Moses declined when he convinced God not to destroy 
the chosen people after they had fallen into sin (worshipping a golden calf ). 
Paul on the contrary knows that he has been entrusted with a first and unique 
(‘erstmalig und einmalig’) task: the ‘transfiguration’ of the chosen people since 
the chosen people did not receive the Messiah.15 Thus converted Gentiles be-
come the chosen people instead of the Jews.16 Deeming the Georgians as a 
chosen people is a result of the conversion of Kartli. The specific linking of 
being chosen and sacredness (which has a strong political context) is not so 
much — nor solely — on a genetic level (all Christian people are chosen) but 
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on a topographical one, with the help of Kartlian land which great temporal 
and heavenly glory awaits following the adoption of Christianity.17
The story of Christ’s tunic, which the ‘Mtskheta Jews’ Elioz Mtskheteli 
and Longinoz Karsneli had brought to Mtskheta, directly links Kartli to the 
time and space of salvation history (‘Heilsgeschichte’). From the viewpoint of 
time, for the medieval Georgian historian the conversion of Kartli from then 
on was promised, Kartli from then on was linked to salvation history: ‘Blessed 
are you, Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the living God. For from the first you were 
pleased to save us from the devil and from the place of darkness. Therefore 
you brought this holy robe of yours from the holy city of Jerusalem from the 
Hebrews who did not recognize your divinity, and you bestowed it upon us 
from foreign nations.’ (CKN: 118, trans. Thomson: 131-2).
In the ‘Conversion’ we several times encounter the possibility of the 
spread of the topographicalized category of sacredness to a whole country. In 
these passages the text consciously plays with highly significant words and 
phrases. It is this topographical aspect that is expressed by Sidonia — the 
daughter of Abiatar, a Christianized Jewish rabbi — whom Saint Nino had 
converted to Christianity: ‘Here is her burial place, where human tongues do 
not cease to praise God, above it is that place, like the place of Jacob, with a 
visible ladder towering towards the sky, henceforth and forever inexhaustible 
glory and praise.’ (CK: 340). In another quotation Sidonia interprets Saint 
Nino’s vision thus: ‘Your vision is this: that this place with its garden will 
through you become a garden to the glorification of God, to whom is the glo-
ry now and forever and ever, Amen.’ (CK: 337). In this case the text plays with 
the two meanings of the word ‘samotkhe’, which can mean either ‘paradise’ or 
‘garden’. But the Shatberdi manuscript of ‘The Conversion of Kartli’ gives us 
a more direct interpretation of this excerpt: ‘and she was thanking God be-
cause this is a sign of their [the devils’ — Z.A.] ruin, and of the redemption 
of Kartli and of the glory of this place’ (CK: 344). We can understand ‘this 
place’ in the broader meaning of all of Kartli. The possibilities of such a play 
on meanings is confirmed by yet another excerpt from ‘The Conversion of 
Kartli by Nino’: Saint Nino gives thanks to ‘God, for this is the sign of their 
destruction and of the salvation of Kartli and the glory of this place.’ (CKN: 
113, trans. Thomson: 126). We may understand the phrase ‘the glory of this 
place’ as being the glory of Kartli. The mention of Jacob’s Ladder in the con-
text of Kartli confirms such an understanding to us. In Genesis (28: 12-16) 
Jacob sees a ladder which unites the sky and the earth, and on which angels 
‘ascending and descending on it’. God appeared to Jacob on this ladder:
And behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it reached to 
heaven: and behold the angels of God ascending and descending on it. 
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And, behold, the Lord stood above it, and said, I am the Lord God of 
Abraham thy father, and the God of Isaac: the land whereon thou li-
est, to thee will I give it, and to thy seed; And thy seed shall be as the 
dust of the earth, and thou shalt spread abroad to the west, and to the 
east, and to the north, and to the south: and in thee and in thy seed 
shall all the families of the earth be blessed. And, behold, I am with 
thee, and will keep thee in all places whither thou goest, and will 
bring thee again into this land; for I will not leave thee, until I have 
done that which I have spoken to thee of.18
The medieval Georgian chroniclers use the chosen people and the holy 
land in both their Old and New Testament meanings, metaphorically they 
transfer the land promised to Jacob to Kartli and they fit Kartli (with the 
help of the Saviour’s tunic) into a special topography of sacredness. Such al-
lusions, although never explicitly expressed, were quite transparent and must 
have been well known to the medieval reader.
The text of ‘The Conversion of Georgia’, which the text of ‘The Life 
of Vakhtang Gorgasali’ echoes, in actual fact explains to us the dual perspec-
tive of the programme intention of the whole work: ‘The Life of Kartli’ in 
this case has the meaning not only of history but of the final point and goal 
of this history, the salvation of Kartli. The phrase ‘the glory of this place’ has 
several meanings and does not mean only celestial glory (which is a synonym 
of salvation), but also earthly glory which, for its part, is directly linked to the 
Christian faith. ‘The Conversion of Kartli’ directly links the promise of earth-
ly glory to the adoption of Christianity and by this, in actual fact, it shares the 
Old Testament model of being chosen, which not only connected with the 
‘new people’ (Christians as opposed to Jews), but also to the topographical 
space of Kartli which, for its part, could be transformed into a ‘sacral space’ 
in the space of political theology.
If indeed we attempt the reconstruction of a model of history from the 
works of medieval Georgian historiography (which, with some variation, is 
characteristic of all Christian people) from the very beginning (that is to say, 
from the time of the barbarians who reigned in Kartli before the arrival of Al-
exander the Great) until the end (that is to say, until the paradisal state which 
had been promised to Saint Nino), we may surmise that it is possible in the 
context of Georgian political theology to project the paradisal state onto the 
political context of paradise, which actually does occur in the vitas of David 
the Builder and of Tamar. The next part of my paper is devoted to this issue.
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Celestial Glory and Earthly Glory
The conception of Georgian political theology extends between the 
poles of celestial and earthly glory. The conception of heavenly glory is de-
picted in the lives and martyrdom of the Christian saints. Temporal, that is 
to say, earthly glory is linked to collective or cultural memory.19 One of the 
clearest expressions of earthly glory is the Greek concept of ‘kleos áphthitos’ 
(‘everlasting glory’).20 ‘Kleos’, earthly glory, ‘is a specific form of social iden-
tity’,21 which exists in the form of history (oral traditions, song) and is op-
posed to ‘sacral immortality’ or, to translate it into Christian categories, heav-
enly glory. Heroic actions acquire their own characteristic permanency in 
legends and achieve a substitute immorality. Man ‘becomes a hero, because 
he cannot become a god. In his nature the hero remains like other men, but 
culture bestows on him a value; he does not survive, but he is remembered... 
he becomes godlike in status and immortal in the memory.’22 Such a con-
cept of earthly immortality in the form of ‘temporal glory’ continues to exist 
in Christian culture but, as in classical times, it is in opposition to heavenly 
glory: the ‘sacral immortality’ of saints and martyrs. Yuri Lotman considers 
that two models of glory existed in the Middle Ages: the ‘Christian-eccle-
siastical’ and the ‘feudal-knightly’. The first was constructed on a strong de-
marcation between celestial and worldly glory. What was relevant here was 
not the characteristic ‘glory / ignominy’, ‘renown / obscurity’, ‘praise / scorn’, 
but ‘eternity / decay’.’23 However, in our context, in the space of political the-
ology it is the possibility of interference between these two categories that 
is interesting. The space of political theology makes transparent the border 
separating celestial from earthly glory and provides the means to transfer the 
category of celestial glory into political space (and vice versa) without negat-
ing the difference between them. (It is on such a transfer that the political 
model is constructed: the idea of Christ as heavenly emperor, for example, is 
based on such a transfer.)
Medieval historiography, when narrating political history and its char-
acters, has to deal with the difference, or even the aporia, between celestial 
and earthly glory. ‘The Life of Vakhtang Gorgasali’ by medieval Georgian his-
torians provides us with an interesting example of resolving this problem. Be-
fore I move on to discussing this work, I must mention that general semantic 
field which unites the secular and spiritual spaces of the saint (martyr and 
citizen) and of the hero (of political history) in the context of political theol-
ogy. In this context it is important to use political terminology regarding the 
Christian saints and figures, who are known as ‘militia Christi’ or the warriors 
of Christ.24 From the beginning of early Christianity, military rhetoric was 
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used to indicate the spiritual battle against evil. The Apostle Paul called not 
all Christians, but the apostles and missionaries, ‘soldiers’,25 but this metaphor 
was later used in a broader context to include the monastic movement and, 
besides this, it implied the whole Church hierarchy. The Christian warrior is a 
special ‘peaceful’ warrior, who does not fight his enemies, but joyfully receives 
death from them, although in courageous death Christian warriors are better 
than others.26 For our context (of heroism and holiness) there is a significant 
link between the concept of the peaceful militia of Christ and the cult of the 
warrior saint, which is connected to the persecution of Christians in the Ro-
man army, especially intense in the times of Valerian (253-260) and Diocle-
tian (284-305), more correctly, the symbolic transformation of the portrayal 
of the martyred warrior.27 From then on the paradigm of the warrior saint is 
linked to the soldiers of the Roman Empire that did not recognize the cult 
of emperor and martyrs, and later they became the patron saints of the sol-
diers. The hagiographical versions of the martyrdom of the warrior saints are 
composed according to one and the same thematic scheme: A noble Chris-
tian warrior declares his refusal to worship pagan gods, openly acknowledges 
his Christianity (the Greek word ‘martyros’ and its Georgian equivalent ‘mot-
same’ both mean ‘witness’) and is martyred by the pagan ruler. This scheme 
underlies the composition of the martyrological stories of St Theodore and 
St George. Later, in iconographic space, the martyrdoms of Saints Theodore 
and George are transformed into triumphs: A small portion of the icons de-
pict scenes of the martyrdom of the warrior saints, while the majority portray 
scenes of the warrior saints’ victory over the dragon.28 The transformation of 
the Christian martyr into the victor shows us directly the change in the at-
titude of Christianity towards military affairs. In this sphere, the polyvalent 
semantics of victory lean towards ‘temporal glory’, since it is no longer im-
plied that heavenly glory is meek endurance of martyrdom, but a ‘direct’ vic-
tory over evil. In spite of the fact that Saint George is covered in heavenly 
glory (according to legend Christ raises him into Heaven, which in itself is an 
interesting case of the Christian translation of classical apotheosis), he may 
emerge as an agent who creates a general space between heavenly and tempo-
ral glory. ‘The Life of King David’ describes the Battle of Didgori (1121) thus:
At the first encounter he routed their army and put it to flight; for 
the hand of the One on High assisted him, and strength from heaven 
protected him, and the holy martyr [George], clearly and in sight of 
all, guided him and with his own arm destroyed all the impious hea-
then who fell upon him. The ignorant infidels later admitted it, and 
told us of that miracle of the chiefmartyr [George] — by what means 
he destroyed those famous warriors of Arabia, and how adroitly and 
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carefully he pursued those fleeing and destroyed them, with whose 
corpses the fields, mountains, and valleys were filled (LD: 341, trans. 
Thomson: 333).
In actual fact, ‘The Life of David, King of Kings’ offers us its own ver-
sion of a narrative explication of the icon of Saint George. In the historian’s 
eye the appearance of Saint George at the Battle of Didgori gives it the status 
of a fight against evil, while on the other hand it transfers the metaphysical 
understanding of evil to political space.29 Such polyvalent symbolism of vic-
tory and the warrior saint (between the martyr and the victor) is character-
istic of medieval Georgian historiography. Mirian, the first Christian king of 
Kartli, says in his last words to his son that ‘in the name of Christ death’ will 
seem to him ‘life’, by which he will win ‘life that passes not away’. He later 
instructs his son to destroy idols and ‘with the guidance of the honourable 
cross’ to overcome enemies. (CKN: 129-30, trans. Thomson: 145).
The symbol of the (Holy) Cross is central to medieval Georgian his-
torical literature. The use of the Cross as a military symbol dates from the 
Emperor Constantine. According to legend, before the Battle of the Milvian 
Bridge (312), Constantine saw the Cross with the legend ‘In hoc signo vic-
tor eris’ (‘In this sign you shall conquer’). It would appear that the Cross it-
self embellished the Emperor’s banner (the Labarum).30 Political theology in 
both Byzantium and in ‘Kartlis Cxovreba’ retransmits the depiction of the 
invisible enemy of the Christian citizen, of the militia of Christ to the vis-
ible political enemies of Christendom. The warrior of Christ, who in the be-
ginning was a metaphor, becomes a political reality that legitimates the war 
against the ‘unbelievers’. In the same way the Cross is a symbol which legiti-
mates royal rule. In the (improvised) ritual of the crowning of a king Mirian 
first hangs the royal crown on a cross, then takes it off and places this crown 
on his son Bakar. Thus Bakar receives not only genealogical but also sacral 
legitimation. Later, victory by the power of the Cross becomes a particular 
topos in medieval Georgian historiography.31
Thus, the historical narration introduces a hagiographical model of vic-
tory over the enemy by faith and transfers this model into the political con-
text. At the same time, this victory acquires the dual semantics of celestial and 
temporal glory. This is particularly striking in the Life of Vakhtang Gorgasali, 
which is an illustration of the synthesis of Christianity and politics. The Life 
of Vakhtang Gorgasali is a kind of amalgam of historical narrative, hagio-
graphical text and Persian-style heroic legend.32 It was Vakhtang Gorgasali 
(whom Stephen Rapp calls ‘imagined Vakhtang’ because of the legendary fea-
tures of his life),33 who executed Mirian’s testament with complete ambiva-
lence. In this case the extent to which it is a reconstruction of historical facts 
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is of less interest than the narrative strategy of the text and its dual model-
ling in hagiographical and legendary paradigms. According to ‘The Life of 
Vakhtang Gorgasali’ Vakhtang is successful not due to his strength, but due 
to God’s assistance. ‘Not through my own strength did I overcome [Tarkhan], 
but through the strength of my creator.’ (LVG: 154, trans. Thomson: 169). 
The following extract is especially interesting for an understanding of the 
political theology of ‘The Life of Vakhtang Gorgasali’. Vakhtang sees Saint 
Nino in a dream who leads him to the emperor of Byzantium and says to him:
“Now come before the king and receive your gift.” He went to the 
king, they embraced each other, and he placed him by his throne and 
sat him beside him. He gave him a ring from his hand in which was 
a very bright gem, and the emperor said: “If you wish that I give you 
a crown, promise the one who stands above me that you will fight his 
enemies, then you will receive a crown from him.” [Vakhtang] looked 
and saw a cross, in the arms of which was a crown. The sight of the 
cross caused him even more terror, because its awe was very fearsome, 
so he kept silent... The emperor stretched out his hand, took the crown 
from the cross, and placed the crown on [Vakhtang’s] head... They be-
gan to withdraw when the bishop cried out... “You will receive the 
crown of martyrdom” (LVG: 167-68, trans. Thomson: 185).
The ‘King of Heaven’ appeared to Vakhtang in the form of a Cross, and 
Vakhtang received dual legitimation as king: from the King of Heaven and 
from the emperor of Byzantium. On the other hand, a martyr’s crown is fore-
told for Vakhtang. The ambivalence of the crown as a symbol of royal power 
and earthly glory on the one hand and of the martyr’s crown as a symbol of 
celestial glory on the other, is an expression of the dual semantics of victory, 
which unites the poles of temporal and heavenly glory and which in the same 
way is represented in the ritual of crowning as king and in King Mirian’s tes-
tament. In the possibility of this inversion is the same logic which underlies 
the inversion between the martyr and the victor in the iconography of Saint 
George. The words of the Byzantine emperor perhaps serve us as a key to the 
ambivalence of the crown: ‘If you wish that I give you a crown, promise the 
one who stands above me that you will fight his enemies, then you will receive 
a crown from him.’ (LVG: 167, trans. Thomson: 185). The legitimation of the 
crowning of kings for the medieval Georgian historian lies in the struggle 
to glorify the Cross, this time in political space, the result of which could 
be either celestial or earthly glory. ‘The Life of Vakhtang Gorgasali’ presents 
Vakhtang as one of the warriors of Christ, whose activities are directed to-
wards the realization of the programme in Vakhtang’s vision, which unfolds 
in the following episode. Vakhtang is campaigning in India together with the 
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Persian king. During this campaign, during a duel with the king of Sind, he 
leads a dialogue in which the king of Sind cites ‘realpolitik’ arguments and 
tries to persuade him that sooner or later the Persian king will campaign 
against him, but Vakhtang answers from the position of the ‘history of salva-
tion’. In Vakhtang’s opinion, the king of the Sinds cannot see Vakhtang’s real 
motive because he ‘do[es] not know the life of the spirit’. Vakhtang’s real aim 
is to save Christians and Jerusalem. ‘I did not make my entrance into this 
country for the sake of the glory of the world, nor to serve the Persian king, 
but in order to serve the God without beginning, the consubstantial trinity, 
the creator of all things, for the sake of eternal and unending glory hereafter. 
For by my coming here, first I delivered Jerusalem, the holy city.’ (LVG: 191, 
trans. Thomson: 208-9). By agreeing to campaign in India, says Vakhtang, he 
was serving God since Jerusalem and Georgia were spared a war with Persia. 
The central motive of worshipping the Cross and ‘Almighty God’ is saving 
(freeing) the holy city of Jerusalem: In this case the Georgian historian uses 
the same logic that the crusaders’ political theology is based on.34
Vakhtang’s historian, who actualizes the ambivalence of victor-martyr, 
subjugates temporal glory to heavenly and leans towards a more hagiograph-
ical than legendary paradigm. The subsequent war with the Persians is from 
the viewpoint of the ‘imagined’ Vakhtang a religious war: ‘Know that they do 
not wage war on us for the sake of imposing tribute, but to make us abandon 
Christ’ which also defines the model of his life: ‘Death for the name of Christ 
is better than my life, in order that we may obtain the kingdom promised for 
those of whom it was said: “Whoever loses his life for my sake shall find it.” 
’ (LVG: 201, trans. Thomson: 220). The ‘legitimation’ of defeat and of failure 
in political space, which Catholicos Peter voices, is based on the paradigm 
of Job: ‘For your wisdom knows that the Enemy our tempter contests with 
God for us, as for Job. For God permits those who hate him to perish, but 
those who love him to become divine. Become as God advises you; although 
you will not die, we shall die.’ (LVG: 201, trans. Thomson: 220). The death of 
the martyred king is based on the model of ‘imitatio Christi’: by his death a 
king saves his people and his country. The cult of the martyred king is born 
during the life of Vakhtang Gorgasali, who was unknown in Byzantium, but 
enjoyed popularity in the ‘Byzantine Commonwealth’.35 ‘The earth trembled 
from the sound of their weeping and lamentation. The faithful people envied 
the king because he had died for Christ’s sake.’ (LVG: 204, trans. Thomson: 
223). The following phrase of Catholicos Peter gives us an opportunity to 
use the image of martyr in respect not of King Vakhtang, but of Kartli: ‘Not 
only Kartli will be delivered over to corruption, but also Jerusalem, which is 
the parent of all the children of light.’ (LVG: 201, trans. Thomson: 220). On 
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the one hand Kartli, from a topographic viewpoint, is part of sacral space and 
shares the fate of Jerusalem, while on the other hand, it becomes possible to 
transfer to Kartli the trials of Job and martyrdom for the faith, in the same 
way as this happened in the case of sacral topography.
A gallery of ideal monarchs opens in ‘Kartlis Cxovreba’ with ‘The Life 
of Vakhtang Gorgasali’: Vakhtang — David — Tamar. Vakhtang is one of the 
central points of reference for historians of the subsequent period, which un-
derlines the legacy of the concept of political theology for the texts of the 
‘Kartlis Cxovreba’ collection. But we should also note the differences: The 
political component is entirely subservient to the theological in ‘The Life of 
Vakhtang Gorgasali’. If the latter is not totally ignored on the scale of celes-
tial and earthly glory, it however totally submits to the former. In spite of the 
fact that in the ambivalent idea of the warrior saint the hypostases of martyr 
and victor are united, the signs of the martyr however are greater in num-
ber and for this particular reason Vakhtang’s portrait acquires traits that are 
more hagiographical.
In spite of the fact that in the same way as ‘The Life of Vakhtang Gor-
gasali’, the later texts of ‘Kartlis Cxovreba’ — ‘The Life of David, King of 
Kings’, ‘The Life of Tamar, King of Kings’ and ‘The Histories and Eulogies 
of the Sovereigns’ — also subordinate temporal to heavenly glory, David’s his-
torian refers to secular activity using the term ‘lower acting’ which is replaced 
by ‘heavenly rule’ after David’s death, we can still attempt a reconstruction of 
the medieval concept of temporal glory. How is temporal glory expressed in 
‘Kartlis Cxovreba’?
In his testament, Vakhtang Gorgasali addresses ‘all the nobles’: ‘You, in-
habitants of [Kartli], remember my good deeds, because first from my house 
you received eternal light, and I honoured you my kin with temporal glory. 
Do not despise our house, nor abandon the friendship of the Greeks’. (HVG: 
203, trans. Thomson: 222-3). To put it in other words, the inhabitants of 
Kartli received Christianity from Vakhtang’s family, and Vakhtang himself 
brought them temporal glory. The word ‘glory’, the first definition of which in 
Sulkhan-Saba’s dictionary is ‘speaking gratefully of all God’s holiness and of 
the Gospels and of brave deeds’, in an earthly context means ‘receiving mer-
cy and wealth and ‘mlevanoba’ (‘happiness because of assistance from heaven 
or from kings’)’.36
How did the authors of ‘Kartlis Cxovreba’ imagine help from Heav-
en? The king, according to ‘Kartlis Cxovreba’ is crowned by God’s grace and 
reigns by God’s grace (this, for example, is the Byzantine formula of the im-
perial powers. The king’s reigning by the grace of God is depicted in ‘Kart-
lis Cxovreba’ in the ritual of receiving the royal crown from the Holy Cross, 
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which, as we saw when discussing Vakhtang Gorgasali’s vision, is a symbol of 
Christ. The ritual of the crowning, which we meet in ‘The Life of Vakhtang 
Gorgasali’ and in ‘The Life of the Kings of Kartli’ and which does not cor-
respond to an authentic ritual of crowning a king, is in reality a metaphoric 
expression of a formula which we meet in ‘The Life of Tamar, King of Kings’: 
‘Christ, my only God, eternal king of the heavens and the earth! To You we 
commit this kingdom, which You have entrusted to me, and this people, re-
deemed by Your precious blood, and these my children, whom You have giv-
en to me, and then my soul.’ (LT: 145). The piety of the king is a prerequisite 
of God’s mercy, which is expressed by the formula of fear of God. ‘This fear 
of the Lord David [the Builder] himself had acquired from his youth, and it 
grew with his maturity; and in its time it produced such fruits by which his 
life was doubly adorned, by which he embellished his actions, by which he 
adorned his worldly needs and directed his spiritual work’ (LD: 347, trans. 
Thomson: 339) and Tamar, according to her historian, ‘She had the beginning 
of all good things: fear of God and sincerity in serving Him — only thus did 
she attain what no one else ever did.’ (LT: 147).
The king’s piety implies a political aspect. David built many churches 
and monasteries ‘not only in his own realm but also those of Greece, of the 
Holy Mountain, of Bulgaria, of Syria and Cyprus, of the Black Mountain, 
and of Palestine... of Jerusalem... and even more than this’, he also defended 
and spread Christianity over eastern Christendom in its entirety.
In addition to these, how many churches did he build, how many 
bridges over violent rivers, how many roads difficult of passage did 
he pave with stone, how many churches profaned by the heathen did 
he purify as houses of God, how many pagan peoples did he lead to 
become sons of holy baptism and receive for Christ! He expended the 
most effort for this, that he might win the whole world away from 
the devil and consecrate them to God; whereby he acquired the grace 
of apostleship like Paul and like the great Constantine (LD: 352 ff., 
trans. Thomson: 343-5).
The semantics of the king’s piety bring him closer to the spheres of ce-
lestial and earthly glory to the extent that he transfers the idea of divine just-
ness to the political context which, for its part, gives the possibility of com-
paring God and king. In ‘The Life of David, King of Kings’ David embodies 
divine justice. In the words of David’s historian, ‘like God [David] judged 
rightly his flock’ (LD: 352, trans. Thomson: 343), and David’s kingdom is 
described as a kingdom of justness and legality: ‘No one who lived in a vil-
lage or in a city, no warrior, nor anyone of rank or maturity dared to follow a 
crooked path. For all men kept to good order, everyone (obeyed) the law, ev-
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eryone (observed) honour, and even all the debauched took care. Fear was on 
all, and they followed the paths of piety and peace.’ (LD: 356, trans. Thom-
son: 346). The description of Tamar’s kingdom is analogous, in which ‘like 
the sun, spreading its rays over all, she treated everyone with equal respect. 
Thus thanks to the mercy by which everything is provided, she moved God 
to mercy, thus gaining time, and thus strengthening friends, not something 
found by lies and injustice.’ (LT: 147-8). David’s historian compares him to 
God: ‘These great deeds, only possible from God, he carried out with such 
ease as no one else could so easily accomplish. Therefore great fear and awe 
of him was noised to the ends of the world, and all inhabitants of the earth 
were terrified.’ (LD: 355, trans. Thomson: 346), and Tamar is known directly 
as ‘a fourth moulded from the Trinity’ (HSE: 3).
Thus, as we have seen, earthly glory is not a goal, but an outcome, the 
result of God’s mercy, the collateral for which is the king’s piety based on the 
hagiographical paradigm.37
As we have seen, in ‘The Life of David, King of Kings’, ‘The Life of 
Tamar, King of Kings’ and ‘The Histories and Eulogies of the Sovereigns’, and 
also in ‘The Life of Vakhtang Gorgasali’, earthly glory is subordinated to the 
concept of celestial glory, but in later texts this concept is explained more con-
cretely: On the one hand earthly glory is a projection onto a political context 
of heaven, a reflection of celestial glory which is represented in the idea of a 
just reign and, on the other, it has a concrete symbolic and material expres-
sion: David’s historian has something to say in this connection: about ‘such 
manifestations of compassion from God on high... the royal lands which 
God granted him, the cities and the fortresses’ (LD: 335, trans. Thomson: 
326), and it is said of Tamar that ‘in keeping all God’s commandments she 
received God’s mercy, and God blessed her life and increased her fruit... God 
brightened her days with uprightness and her times with peace.’ (LT: 150).
In the same way we meet in ‘The Life of David, King of Kings’ the ex-
ternal political equivalent of the concept of earthly glory: This is the state 
programme which, in the opinion of David’s historian, David the Builder 
implemented thanks to God’s mercy: ‘For he made the sultan tributary to 
himself and the king of the Greeks like a member of his household. He over-
threw the heathen and destroyed the barbarians; he made subjects of kings 
and slaves of rulers. The Arabs he put to flight the Ismaelites he plundered, 
and the Persians he ground to dust; their leaders he reduced to peasants. I 
shall explain succinctly: those who earlier were kings, giants, champions, long 
since renowned, valiant and strong, famous for various deeds — all these he 
so subjected that they were like animals in comparison.’ (LD 351-2, trans. 
Thomson: 342-3).
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In Georgian political theology the idea of God’s mercy follows the bib-
lical paradigm and is expressed in the idea of the rule of a just king, who de-
feats enemies and lives in peace with his neighbours. According to the bib-
lical paradigm of the chosen, God’s mercy is expressed in blessed increase 
(cf. ‘The Life of Tamar, King of Kings: 159) which, incidentally, could mean 
an increase of earthly goodness. The concept of temporal glory in ‘Kartlis 
Cxovreba’ is manifest on two levels: For all Christian kingdoms a more or 
less general ideological level expressed in the idea of the king’s divinity, which 
creates heaven on this earth, and on a more concrete political level, which is 
expressed in the programme of the Kingdom of Georgia. In the third part 
I shall address this aspect, especially in connection with its external politi-
cal legitimation, which, in my opinion, was formulated as a covert polemic 
against the Byzantine imperial idea in particular, and against the imperial 
idea in general.
The Strategy for Foreign Policy Legitimation
I shall begin this part with the foreign policy ‘positioning’ of the ide-
alized kingdom of David and Tamar by the medieval Georgian chroniclers. 
Medieval Georgian political theology depicts the king as a warrior saint who 
embodies the concepts of truth and justness. At the same time the figure of 
the holy knight, just as in the case of Saint George (see above), gives us an 
opportunity to actualize various hypostases of the martyr and the victor or, 
for example, in the case of Vakhtang Gorgasali, it manages to offer us both 
of these. ‘Kartlis Cxovreba’ begins the actualization of the hypostasis of the 
victorious king with ‘The Life of David, King of Kings’. ‘The Histories and 
Eulogies of the Sovereigns’ directly compares George III and Saint George, 
the former being ‘truly a recipient of the achievements and crown of the 
martyrs, similarly to his own namesake George: if this invincible warrior had 
overcome one dragon, that one had overcome many, many kinds of asp and 
adder’. (HES: 7-8).
As we have seen, there occurs a transfer of the metaphysical categories 
of good and evil to the political context. But while the use of Christian sym-
bolism does not raise problems in confrontations with Muslim (non-Chris-
tian) opponents, the use of Christian symbolism becomes all the more signifi-
cant in the case of conflicts with Christian, mainly Orthodox, countries (with 
Byzantium from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries, and with Russia in 
the nineteenth century). The very possibility of Christian figures and sym-
bols in confrontations with Christian countries implies a whole range of se-
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mantic transpositions, and should be reviewed more thoroughly as it requires 
particular interpretation.
A trace of latent anti-Byzantinism can be felt in the process of Geor-
gia’s emancipation from Byzantium in the eleventh century (especially after 
the Byzantines’ defeat at the Battle of Manzikert in 1071 and the weakening 
of the Empire’s positions in the East). The word ‘anti-Byzantinism’ does not 
accurately convey the essence of the problem that, following the formation 
of the Kingdom of Georgia in 1008 (with the unification of the kingdoms of 
Kartli and Apkhazia), lies in the attempt to obtain greater political indepen-
dence and to expand the kingdom at the expense of the north-eastern Byz-
antine territories and, beginning with David the Builder, in political and in 
some cases cultural rivalry with Byzantium in the East.38 For example, ‘The 
Histories and Eulogies of the Sovereigns’ calls the Byzantine emperor (Man-
uel I Komnenos) ‘King of all the West and of Greece’, at a time when Geor-
gia was localized in the East (HES: 17). Of course, we must examine this 
rivalry from the perspective of the orientation of Kartli towards Byzantium 
from the seventh century onwards. (This is when the split occurs between the 
Georgian and Armenian Churches, as a consequence of which Kartli chooses 
Calcedonism.) Medieval Georgia in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries is 
a state in the ‘Byzantine Commonwealth’ (Obolensky) which acknowledges 
the primacy of the Byzantine emperor. It is against this background that I 
shall examine several examples of the struggle for pre-eminence.
Anti-Byzantinism is directly manifested in a rare text in ‘Kartlis 
Cxovreba’, ‘The History and Tale of the Bagrationis’ by Sumbat Davitis-dze. 
In this case the strategy of the text is built on the idea of the Byzantine em-
peror as a heathen. At the time of the war between Bagrat IV and Constan-
tine VIII, the death of Constantine is explained as the wrath of God: ‘But 
when the East was worryingly plagued by troubles, the fury swiftly caught up 
with the lawless King Constantine and likewise with the ungodly Julian, be-
cause of the mercilessness against our King Bagrat, because of the destruction 
of his hereditary lands.’ (HTB: 387). Representing Constantine as an unbe-
liever gives Sumbat the opportunity to portray the Georgians as martyrs for 
the Faith. ‘And like faithful and true holy martyrs they lay down their lives, 
and they sacrificed themselves for earthly lords, and they shed their blood like 
the word of the Apostles, and they grew stronger.’ (HTB: 387). It is in this 
context that we can examine the interpretation of the iconography of Saint 
George that is offered by Giorgi Maisuradze, who considers that in Geor-
gia there is a widespread iconographic type in which Saint George slays the 
Emperor Diocletian and not a dragon. He presents a political and theologi-
cal commentary on the policy of the Georgian Kings George I and Bagrat 
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VI directed against the Byzantine Emperors Basil II (976-1025) and Con-
stantine VIII (1025-8).39 It is the representation of the Byzantine emperor as 
an unbeliever that gives the possibility of extending the symbols of Christian 
political theology to him.
Rejection of titles of the Byzantine court and changes in coins mint-
ed in Georgia at the end of the eleventh century are signs of escaping from 
the Byzantine tradition.40 We can regard the replacement of Georgian coins 
from the period of George I and Bagrat VI, on the obverse of which the 
Theotokos of Vlakhern was depicted, by new types in David the Builder’s 
period depicting for the first time a Georgian king in Byzantine royal robes 
and with the inscription ‘God, glorify David King of the Apkhaz, Geor-
gians, Rans, Kakhs and Armenians’41 as an indicator of escaping from Byz-
antine influence. A type of coin is also known on the obverse of which there 
is an Arabic inscription ‘David, King of Kings, submitting to the Messiah’,42 
which we meet on Georgian coins up to the end of Rusudan’s reign (1245). 
(In the cases of Tamar and Rusudan the formula ‘Sword of the Messiah’ is 
replaced by the formula ‘Worshipper of the Messiah’.) The formula ‘Sword 
of the Messiah’, which originates in biblical apocalyptica but it is used in the 
Gospel of John, indicates to us in the first place divine justness, although it 
has strong political implications.43 Both the spread of the true faith, and the 
punishment of those who deny, it are functions of the Sword of the Messiah, 
which in the Georgian context are directly linked to the war against the ‘un-
believers’. The king’s sword, as one of the attributes of the ritual of crown-
ing as king, is brought in to the altar behind the iconostasis where it receives 
its power from the Cross.44 This aspect also figures in the symbolism of the 
‘Sword of the Messiah’ as, in actual fact, a verbalized formulation of one el-
ement of the ritual of crowning as king. The foreign policy context of the 
‘Sword of the Messiah’ formula unknown in Byzantium, just like the Arabic 
of the inscription, indicate to us changes in political conception: Attention is 
shifting to the East from the viewpoint that the East (the direct Muslim sur-
roundings) becomes the addressee of the ‘despatched’ coins.45 We can readily 
discuss Georgian coins from the middle of David the Builder’s reign to the 
end of that of Rusudan in the very context of foreign policy positioning: By 
the polemical formulation ‘Sword of the Messiah’ Georgian kings attempt to 
dispute the Byzantine Empire’s function (at least in the East) as defender of 
the true apostolic Faith. (Demonstrative support of the religious centres of 
Eastern Christendom has the same context, and ‘The Life of David, King of 
Kings’ calls David the Builder the second Paul and Constantine in the con-
text of the liberation of Christian lands.) For David’s legacy it is his cultural 
and religious policies (to use modern terminology) that become the corner-
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stone of foreign policy legitimation, which is represented on the coins. Thus 
we meet on copper coins minted in Tamar’s name the Arabic inscription 
‘Queen of Queens, Beauty of the Earth and of the Faith Tamar, Daughter 
of George, Worshipper of the Messiah’, and on the reverse of improper cop-
per coins minted in 1187 and 1210 we read the inscription ‘Exalted Queen, 
Beauty of the World and of the Faith, Tamar Daughter of George, Worship-
per of the Messiah, May God Augment her Victories’. Around this is writ-
ten in Arabic: ‘May God Augment her Glory, Increase her Reputation and 
Strengthen her Well-being’.46 We read the inscription on a coin of George 
IV Lasha ‘King of Kings, Beauty of the Earth and of the Faith, George, Son 
of Tamar, Sword of the Messiah’,47 and on the reverse of a copper coin of Ru-
sudan from 1227 the inscription ‘Queen of Kings and Queens, Glory of the 
Earth, of the Kingdom and of the Faith, Rusudan, Daughter of Tamar, Wor-
shipper of the Messiah. God Augments her Victory’, and on the reverse of a 
silver coin minted in 1230 we read the Arabic inscription ‘Queen of Queens, 
Glory of the Earth and of the Faith Rusudan, Daughter of Tamar, Worship-
per of the Messiah’.48 (The Saviour is depicted on the obverse.)
It is to Tamar that her historian, Basil Ezosmodzghvari, gives first place 
in the defence of the Faith, although it is to be noted that this happens short-
ly before the capture of Constantinople by the Latins (1204), that is to say, 
when Byzantine foreign policy influence was extremely circumscribed. The 
Byzantine Emperor Alexios III Angelos (1195-1203), whom the Georgian 
Chronicle calls Angar — the commentary emphasizes this is not a question 
of the corruption of the surname, but of Alexios III’s mercenariness (‘angare-
ba’ in Georgian) — confiscated from monks ‘from the Black Mountains, from 
Antioch and the island of Cyprus, also from the Holy Mountain and from 
many other places... ‘a considerable quantity of gold’ that had been donated 
by Tamar ‘to be divided among all the monasteries’. ‘When Queen Tamar 
learned of this she sent more in its place to the holy fathers and thus further 
shamed the devil’. (LT: 142). Thus we once again meet a depiction opposing 
the faith of the Byzantine emperor. Nor is it so insignificant that the chroni-
cler explains the founding by Alexius I Comnenus (1204-22) of Trebizond 
by this very fact:
And she was angry with the Greek king, and sent a small number 
[of soldiers] from across the Likhi, and they took from them Lazi-
ca, Trebizond, Limni, Samsun, Sinop, Kerasunt, Kitiori, Amastri-
da, Araklia and all the area of Peblagonia and Pontus, and gave 
them to her relative Alexius Comnenus, the son of Andronikos, who 
was himself then with Queen Tamar, having taken refuge with her. 
(LT: 142).
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Here, analogously to Sumbat Davitis-dze’s chronicle, Basil Ezos-
modzghvari explains the Latins’ capture of Constantinople by the ‘paganism’ 
of the emperor. When the fugitive Alexius III Angelos hides at his in-law, 
the King of Bulgaria, the latter presents him with a huge amount of gold and 
says to him: ‘ “Behold, Alexius, that which you desire; take this gold instead of 
any kind of food or drink, since for this you have ruined the Christian royal 
house, and undone the power of the Greeks.” And thus that pitiful man died 
of hunger, deprived of God’s assistance.’ (LT: 143).
What impeded Georgian political theology in debating with Byzan-
tium not only the defence the Faith but also political pre-eminence? Geor-
gian political theology is characterized by a latent anti-imperial stance for the 
several reasons listed below. If we examine the themes of the founding of the 
Kingdom of Kartli, then we shall notice a general paradigm:
1. The founding of the first, mythical kingdom of Kartli by the Kartve-
lians’ eponymous Kartlos is connected with the uprising by the sons of Targa-
mos (the common ancestor of the Caucasian peoples, according to ‘The Life 
of the Kings of Kartli’) against King Nebrot of Babylon under the leadership 
of the Armenians’ mythical eponymous Haos.
2. The founding of the first kingdom of Iberia is linked to the upris-
ing by Parnavaz, Kartlos’s descendant and heir to the Mtskheta leadership, 
against Azon, a ruler appointed by Alexander the Great.
One main structural element of the theme is breaking free from a uni-
versal empire: from Babylon in the first case and from Alexander the Great’s 
in the second (‘now with the help of the creator let us become slave to no one’, 
LKK: 6, trans. Thomson: 6). Confrontation with an empire having greater 
political strength is a main element of the structuring of a historical theme, 
which leaves a certain mark on subsequent interpretation of the idea of Kar-
tlian statehood.
Dimitry Obolensky’s argument is significant for the period of inter-
est to us. Obolensky says when interpreting from a political and theologi-
cal standpoint the war between the Bulgarian King Symeon and Byzantium:
Political thought, at least in Eastern Europe, was dominated by the 
idea of the one universal empire, whose centre was in Constantino-
ple. This empire was, by definition, a unique and all-embracing in-
stitution. And so, Symeon, impelled by restless ambition, convinced of 
the innate superiority of all things Byzantine, and well grounded as 
he was in East Roman political philosophy, was driven to the only 
course of action he could logically adopt: to try and make himself mas-
ter of enlarged Byzantine Empire, which would include Bulgaria. To 
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achieve this he needed to capture Constantinople and to seat himself 
on the imperial throne.49
 The ambitions of the Georgian kings after the fall of Constantinople, 
however, did not extend so far. Instead we meet in Georgian historical lit-
erature a trace of a more or less covert polemic against the imperial idea. The 
lack of imperial ambitions at the very peak of the strength of the Georgian 
state, in my opinion, requires more detailed examination and explanation.
We come across an odd passage In ‘The Life of David, King of Kings’. 
When David’s historian compares David the Builder to Alexander the Great 
he says: ‘Except with an army of Georgians Alexander would not have at-
tained such a good result. So if David had controlled the kingdom of the Per-
sians or the force of the Greeks and Romans, or of other great realms, then 
you would have seen his accomplishments superior to those of other famous 
men.’ HD: 359, trans. Thomson: 349). The author of ‘The Histories and Eu-
logies of the Sovereigns’ expresses a similar opinion when he says of Tamar 
that ‘no country was worthy of a monarch the like of her, Georgia least of 
all’. (HES: 112).
We may set out the implicit formula which both David’s and Tamar’s 
histories contain so as to resolve the imperial/anti-imperial aporia: These 
kings were so just and exemplary that they would have deserved to rule the 
whole world, but the biblical imperative, which leaves its mark on the think-
ing of the medieval Georgian chroniclers and their orientation towards the 
biblical model, comes into confrontation with the imperial idea which is pre-
sented as a more negative than ideal model.
The extracts cited above are interesting not solely and not to the extent 
of their idealization of David and Tamar but, in my opinion, first and fore-
most in that they contain an implicit formula of ideal Georgian statehood, 
which is based on a covert polemic against the Byzantine imperial model. In 
the context of such an interpretation, the following extract from Basil Ezos-
modzghvari’s work ‘The Life of Tamar, King of Kings’ is significant. At the 
time of the crowning of Tamar as monarch, for Tamar ‘they put in place the 
happy throne of Vakhtang, the throne of David, which was earlier prepared 
for the moon by Sabaoth Elohim, King of Kings, to rule from sea to sea and 
from the river to the end of the earth.’ (LT: 115). The key to the interpreta-
tion of this extract is a pointer to Psalm 72, ‘for Solomon’:
In his days shall the righteous flourish; and abundance of peace so long 
as the moon endureth.
He shall have dominion also from sea to sea, and from the river unto 
the ends of the earth.
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They that dwell in the wilderness shall bow before him; and his en-
emies shall lick the dust.
The kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall bring presents: the kings of 
Sheba and Seba shall offer gifts.
Yea, all kings shall fall down before him: all nations shall serve him.
For he shall deliver the needy when he crieth; the poor also, and him 
that hath no helper.
He shall spare the poor and needy, and shall save the souls of the needy.
He shall redeem their soul from deceit and violence: and precious shall 
their blood be in his sight.
And he shall live, and to him shall be given of the gold of Sheba: 
prayer also shall be made for him continually; and daily shall he be 
praised.
There shall be an handful of corn in the earth upon the top of the 
mountains; the fruit thereof shall shake like Lebanon: and they of the 
city shall flourish like grass of the earth.
His name shall endure for ever: his name shall be continued as long 
as the sun: and men shall be blessed in him: all nations shall call him 
blessed. (Psalms 72: 7-17)
This pointer is significant from several viewpoints. Firstly, it is actual-
izing the dynastic myth of the Bagrationis, who consider the biblical King 
David as their ancestor. Secondly and even more significant is that fact that 
it contains a programme for ideal statehood against which Tamar’s reign can 
be evaluated. And thirdly, this extract implicitly compares Tamar’s kingdom 
to neighbouring Byzantium. This interpretation is supported by Basil Ezos-
modzghvari’s summing up of Tamar’s reign, in which a comparison of Tamar 
with the biblical King Solomon, whom the historian brings in at the begin-
ning of his work, has already been ‘realized historically’ (from a philological 
viewpoint, which should be discussed separately, the historian throughout the 
whole of his work draws complex parallels between David and Solomon and 
David the Builder and Tamar). However the comparison of Tamar with Sol-
omon extends the image of Solomon and embellishes it, which permit us to 
examine more widely the context of the polemic against the Byzantine and 
the imperial model in general. Tamar
did not strive to remain without neighbours; neither did she join 
house to house, nor land to another’s land, but her old estate was suffi-
cient so that they did not think her unjust and grabbing. As the heav-
enly court had judged her just, she did not fear to threaten her neigh-
bours, but mostly she defended them from those who were threaten-
ing them, and did terrible things to their enemies. She cast leach-like 
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insatiability far away, not poisoning fruit nor doing bad deeds. She 
sat as judge between herself and neighbouring monarchs, not allow-
ing fighting, nor throwing off the yoke of mutual oppression, and she 
gave them her example, and for this she became a second Solomon 
among monarchs. (LT: 148).
A pointer to the Prophet Isaiah’s book creates a polemical space from 
the viewpoint of an anti-imperial rhetoric:
And now go to; I will tell you what I will do to my vineyard: I will 
take away the hedge thereof, and it shall be eaten up; and break down 
the wall thereof, and it shall be trodden down:
And I will lay it waste: it shall not be pruned, nor digged; but there 
shall come up briers and thorns: I will also command the clouds that 
they rain no rain upon it.
For the vineyard of the Lord of hosts is the house of Israel, and the 
men of Judah his pleasant plant: and he looked for judgment, but be-
hold oppression; for righteousness, but behold a cry.
Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay field to field, till there 
be no place, that they may be placed alone in the midst of the earth! 
(Isaiah 5:5-8).
The picture of a people buried in pointlessness and grabbing can also 
be a political pointer to the fall of Constantinople: Let us recall the extract 
cited above concerning the punishment of the Byzantine Emperor Alexius 
III Angelos, whom the chronicler calls Angar, and who to a certain extent 
amounts to a background for Tamar’s reign. Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani’s dic-
tionary defines the word ‘angari’ as ‘amassing unjustly’,50 which gives us a way 
to transfer this formula to a political context. Thus the unification of another’s 
‘house’ could have been explained as a negative act opposed to the image of 
a just king. Accordingly, Georgian political theology distinguishes between 
lands given to the king by God’s mercy and lands conquered ‘mercenarily’ 
(amassed unjustly) with their negative connotations.
The fact that the ideal of a just and law-abiding king was covertly at 
variance with the Byzantine political model can be explained by historical 
and also ideological reasons. On the historical level, the ideal model of the 
Georgian Kingdom could be a response to a political conception of creating 
buffer zones and vassal stated around Georgia, however the ideological con-
text is much more interesting. In the context of an ideal monarchy, medieval 
Georgian literature is orientated not to the imperial model, but to the bibli-
cal model of David and Solomon and in this way actualizes the contexts of 
a chosen people and a holy land. It goes without saying that an orientation 
towards the biblical model already implies not only a polemic against the Ro-
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man imperial model (which the Byzantine Empire continues), but against the 
imperial model in general.51 Thus the model of Georgian statehood that we 
can reconstruct from medieval Georgian historiography, rules out the idea of 
empire, but puts in first place the defence of the Faith which, for its part, is 
represented in the idea of the warrior saint. All the same, the covert polemic 
against the imperial idea was not based on Byzantine political theology, but 
on a Georgian perception of Byzantium at a particular stage in its develop-
ment on the one hand, and on a Georgian reading of the Old and New Tes-
taments that differed from the Byzantine and, accordingly, an idiosyncratic 
interpretation of biblical notions on the other.52 A comparison of Orthodox 
political theologies raises a whole range of questions, which have for the mo-
ment to remain unanswered. What is the role of models of ‘Roman’ and ‘bib-
lical’ statehood in the political theologies of Byzantium and other Christian 
countries? This question is solved in differing countries at differing times and 
in differing ways.53 The idea of a chosen people and a holy land is quite poorly 
presented in Byzantium. The biblical model is more or less restricted by the 
actualization of the paradigm of a ‘second Jerusalem’, which creates a greater 
amalgam of two models (and the paradigm of two cities) in the conception 
of a single Christian (universal) empire, which in an ideal conception should 
be an earthly reflection of a heavenly kingdom. (The conception itself of a 
heavenly kingdom could be explained in differing ways according to the con-
text.) In Russia, for example, the idea of a second Jerusalem coexists for quite 
a long time with the idea of a third Rome and thus created differing themes 
of conceptualizing and developing statehood.54 Thus we may discuss political 
theology as a dynamic apparatus, which can be used for both internal and ex-
ternal policy polemics. Political theology contains a model of the future (from 
which arises the significance of eschatological models) which, in a retrospec-
tive analysis, is explained from the standpoint of a certain historical context, 
and which may be corrected according to historical reality.
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